ACT No.____ OF 2012

AN

ACT

To make provision for prevention of the electronic crimes

WHEREAS it is expedient to prevent unauthorised acts with respect to information systems, establish related offences, provide mechanisms for investigation, prosecution, trial and international cooperation with respect thereof;

1. Short title, extent application and commencement.- (1) This Act may be called the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act, 2012.

(2) It extends to the whole of Pakistan.

(3) It shall also apply notwithstanding the matters being the subject hereof occurring outside Pakistan, in so far as they are directly or indirectly connected to, or have an effect on or bearing in relation to persons, information systems or events within the territorial jurisdiction of Pakistan.

2. Definitions.- (1) In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context,

(a) "access" means gaining access to the whole or any part of any information system whether or not through enabling entry, control or the right to use the whole or any part of any information system;

(b) “Access to program or data” means access to any program or data held in any information systems if by causing an information system to perform any function whereby a person —

(i) alters, modifies or erases the program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(ii) copies, transfers or moves it to-

a) any information system, device or storage medium other than that in which it is held; or

b) to a different location in the any other information system, device or storage
medium in which it is held;

(iii) uses it; or

(iv) has it output from the information system in which it is held, whether by having it displayed or in any other manner;

for the purposes of subsection b (iii) above a person uses a program if the function he causes the information system to perform—

(i) causes the program to be executed; or

(ii) is itself a function of the program.

for the purposes of subsection b (iv) above—

(i) a program is output if the instructions of which it consists are output; and

(ii) the form in which any such instructions or any other data is output (and in particular whether or not it represents a form in which, in the case of instructions, they are capable of being executed or, in the case of data, it is capable of being processed by an information system) is immaterial.

(c) "Code" means the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898);

(cc) “Critical infrastructure” means the assets, systems, and networks, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the State that their incapacitation or destruction would have a debilitating effect on security, national economic security, public health or safety, or any combination thereof.

(ccc) “Critical infrastructure information system, program or data” means any information system, program or data that supports or performs a function with respect to a critical infrastructure.

(cccc) “Designated payment system” means Designated payment system as defined by section 2 (q) of the Payment Systems and Electronic Fund Transfers Act, 2007

(d) device” includes:

(i) physical device or article;

(ii) any electronic or virtual tool that is not in physical form;

(iii) any program or data held in electronic form;

(iv) a password, access code, or similar data, in electronic or other form, by which the whole or any part of an information system is capable of being accessed; or

(v) automated, self-executing, adaptive or autonomous devices, programs or information systems
(h) "electronic" means electronic as defined by section 2 (l) of the Electronic Transactions Ordinance, 2002 (LI of 2002);

(i) “identity information” means any information including biological or physiological information of a type that is commonly used alone or in combination with other information to verify, authenticate or identify or purport to verify, authenticate or identify an individual or an information system, including a fingerprint, voice print, retina image, iris image, DNA profile, name, address, date of birth, mother’s maiden name, challenge phrase, security question, written signature, advanced electronic signature, electronic signature, digital signature, user name, credit card number, debit card number, financial institution account number, passport number, CNIC, Customer number, driver’s licence number, any password, any biometric method or any other form of verification, authentication or identification that may have become available because of modern devices or techniques and which may enable access to any information system or to the performance of any function or interference with any computer data or an information system.

(j) “information” means information system as defined by section 2 (o) of the Electronic Transactions Ordinance, 2002 (LI of 2002);

(k) “information system” means information system as defined by section 2 (p) of the Electronic Transactions Ordinance, 2002 (LI of 2002);

(l) "Interpol" means International Criminal Police Organization;

(ll) “investigating officer” means only an officer of the special investigation agency designated or established under section ______ of this Act;

(m) "offence" means an offence punishable under this Act;

(n) “person” means any individual, corporate body trust, waqf, society, legal personality or legal entity and any references to an act by a “person” shall include acts done or to be done:

(i) by or through automated mechanisms and self-executing, adaptive or autonomous devices, programs or information systems;

(ii) against Government controlled information systems or public information
systems in exercise of a public function, or

(iii) against any information system

(o) "rules" means rules made under this Act;

(p) "Schedule" means the Schedule to this Act;

(q) “seize” with respect to program or data includes:

(i) make and retain a copy of any program or data, including by using on-site equipment;

(ii) render inaccessible, or remove, data in the accessed information system;

(iii) obtain output of data from an information system.

(r) "service provider" includes,

(i) a person acting as a service provider in relation to sending, receiving, storing or processing of electronic communication or the provision of other services in relation to electronic communication through any electronic system;

(ii) a person who owns, possesses, operates, manages or controls a public switched network or provides telecommunication services;

(iii) any other person who processes or stores data on behalf of such electronic communication service or users of such service;

(iv) any person who, as a core business or a substantial part of his business provides premises from where and facilities through which the public in general may as customers access information systems and the internet such as cyber cafes; or

(v) any person who, as a core business or a substantial part of his business provides a network for distribution of electronic communication;

(s) "subscriber information" means any information contained in any form that is held by a service provider, relating to the service of a subscriber other than traffic data and by which can be established:

(i) the type of communication service used, the technical provisions taken thereto and the period of service
(ii) the subscriber's identity, postal, geographic electronic mail address, telephone and other access number, billing and payment information, available on the basis of the service agreement or arrangement; or

(iii) any other information on the site of the installation of communication equipment, available on the basis of the service agreement or arrangement;

Provided that subscribers for the purpose of this Act shall only include and be limited to those subscribers who are the subject of an investigation or prosecution and with respect of whom a warrant has been issued under section XX, XX or XX of this Act.

Provided further the subscriber information is restricted to the information a service provider actually holds itself and does not include any information that is not held by the service provider itself.

(t) “traffic data” means any available data relating to a communication by means of an information system, generated by an information system that formed a part in the chain of communications, indicating the communication’s origin, destination, route, time, data, size, duration, or type of underlying service, actually held by the service provider itself and does not include any data that is not held by the service provider itself.

(u) "content data" means any representation of facts, information or concepts in a form suitable for processing in an information system, including a program suitable to cause an information system to perform a function

Provided that such content data is other than traffic data and does not include traffic data;

Provided further that the content data shall only include and be limited to content data related to identified subscribers or users who are the subject of an investigation or prosecution and with respect of whom a warrant has been issued under section XX, XX or XX of this Act.

Provided further the content data is restricted to content data a service provider actually holds itself and does not include any content data that is not held by the service provider itself.

(v) “Unauthorized access to information system” for the purposes of section XX shall mean access of any kind by any person to any information system if:

(i) he is not himself entitled to control access of the particular kind or type in question with respect to an information system; and

(ii) he does not have consent of the person entitled to grant such consent, for the particular kind or type of access in question with respect to an information system;
Provided that access under section XX shall not be deemed to be unauthorized.

(w) “Unauthorized access to program or data” or “access to program or data that is unauthorized” for the purposes of section XX shall mean access of any kind by any person to any program or data if —

(i) he is not himself entitled to control access of the particular kind or type in question with respect to that program or data; and

(ii) he does not have consent of the person entitled to grant such consent, for the particular kind or type of access in question with respect to that program or data;

Provided that access to program or data under section XX shall not be deemed to be unauthorized.

(x) “unauthorised act” means in relation to an information system, a program or data, an act where the person doing the act or causing it to be done—

(i) is not the person with the responsibility for the information system;

(ii) is not the person who is entitled to determine whether the act may be done; and

(iii) does not have consent to the act from the person with the responsibility for the information system.

(y) “unauthorised interception” shall mean in relation to an information system, program or data, any interception where the person intercepting or causing interception to take place—

(i) is not the person with the responsibility for the information system;

(ii) is not the person who is entitled to determine whether such interception may take place; and

(iii) does not have consent for such interception from the person with the responsibility for the information system.

CHAPTER -II

OFFENCES AND PUNISHMENTS

3. Illegal access to information system (1) Whoever intentionally, whether temporary or
not,—

(a) causes an information system to perform any function with intent to secure access to the whole or any part of any information system, or to enable any such access to be secured;

(b) the access he intends to secure, or to enable to be secured, is unauthorized under this section; and

(c) at the time when he causes the information system to perform the function he knows that the access he intends to secure, or to enable to be secured, is unauthorized under this section

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to ______ rupees, or with both.

Explanation:
The absence of authority in this section will also include instances where there may exist general authority to access an information system but a specific type, nature or method of access may not be authorised.

Illustrations:
A, an employee of B is authorised by B to generally access and use B’s information system at A’s place of employment. A is not authorised by B generally to, or with respect to any specific type, nature or kind of information to, make any copies, transfer or transmit any information. The employee makes copies of such information, transfers or transmits such information. The act of accessing the information system for the purpose of such copying, transferring, transmitting would access without authority.

A, an employee of B is authorised by B to generally access and use B’s information systems at A’s place of employment. A is not authorised by B connect any data storage device to any of B’s information systems. A connects a data storage device to B’s information system. Such access by A of B’s information system is without authority.

(2) Whoever recklessly, whether temporarily or not,—

(a) causes an information system to perform any function with intent to secure access to the whole or any part of any information system, or to enable any such access to be secured;

(b) the access he intends to secure, or to enable to be secured, is unauthorized under this section; and

(c) at the time when he causes the information system to perform the function he knows that the access he intends to secure, or to enable to be secured, is unauthorized under this section

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to ______ rupees, or with both.
Illustrations:
A, an employee of B is authorised by B to generally access and use B’s information system at A’s place of employment. A is not authorised by B generally to, or with respect to any specific type, nature or kind of information to, make any copies, transfer or transmit any information. The employee whilst browsing the network accesses any part of an information system which he knows he is not authorised to access but does not have a specific intent to access such part of the information system but without such specific intent takes positive steps to access such a part(s) of the information system. Such access would be illegal access with recklessness but not intentional.

A, an employee of B is authorised by B to generally access and use B’s information systems at A’s place of employment. A is not authorised by B connect any data storage device to any of B’s information systems. A connects a data storage device to B’s information system. Such access by A of B’s information system is without authority.

(3) The intention referred to in subsection (1) above, or the recklessness referred to in subsection (2) above, need not relate to—

(a) any particular information system;

(b) any particular program or data; or

(c) a program or data of any particular kind.

4. Illegal access to program or data.- (1) Whoever intentionally, whether temporarily or not,—

(a) causes access to any program or data to be secured or to be enabled;

(b) the access to the program or data he intends to secure, or to enable to be secured, is unauthorized under this section; and

(c) at the time when he accesses the program or data he knows that the access he intends to secure, or to enable to be secured, is unauthorized under this section.

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(2) Whoever recklessly, whether temporarily or not,—

(a) causes access to any program or data to be secured or to be enabled;

(b) the access to the program or data he intends to secure, or to enable to be secured, is unauthorized under this section; and
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to _____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

Illustrations:
A, an employee of B is authorised by B to generally access and use B’s information system at A’s place of employment. A is not authorised by B generally to, or with respect to any specific type, nature or kind of information to, make any copies, transfer or transmit any information. The employee whilst browsing the network accesses program or data which he knows he is not authorised but does not have a specific intent to access such program or data but without such specific intent takes positive steps to access such program or data. Such access would be illegal access with recklessness but not intentional.

A, an employee of B is authorised by B to generally access and use B’s information systems at A’s place of employment. A is not authorised by B connect any data storage device to any of B’s information systems. A connects a data storage device to B’s information system. Such access by A of B’s information system is without authority.

(3) The intention referred to in subsection (1) above, or the recklessness referred to in subsection (2) above, need not relate to—

(a) any particular information system;

(b) any particular program or data; or

(c) a program or data of any particular kind.

5. Illegal Interference with program or data.- (1) Whoever intentionally, whether temporarily or not, —

(a) does any unauthorised act in relation to an information system;

(b) at the time when he does the act he knows that it is unauthorised; and

(c) acts with intent—

(a) to destroy, damage, delete, erase, deteriorate, generate, modify or alter any
program or data;

(b) to render any program or data inaccessible, meaningless, useless or ineffective;

(c) to obstruct, interrupt or interfere with any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(d) to obstruct, interrupt or interfere with any person in the use of any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(e) to deny, prevent, suppress or hinder access to any program or data to any person entitled to it;

(f) to deny, prevent, suppress or hinder access to any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data or make it inaccessible;

(g) to impair the operation of any program or any aspect or attribute related to the program;

(h) to impair the reliability of any data or any aspect or attribute related to the data;

(i) to impair the security of any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(j) to enable any of the things mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (i) above to be done.

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(2) Whoever recklessly, whether temporarily or not,—

(a) does any unauthorised act in relation to an information system;

(b) at the time when he does the act he knows that it is unauthorised; and

(c) acts recklessly thereby—
(a) causing destruction, damage, deletion, erasure, deterioration generation, modification or alteration of any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(b) rendering any program or data meaningless, useless or ineffective;

(c) obstructing, interrupting or interfering with the use of any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(d) obstructing, interrupting or interfering with any person in the use of any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(e) causing denial, prevention, suppression or hindrance of access to program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data to any person entitled to it;

(f) causing denial, prevention, suppression or hindrance of access to any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(g) causing impairment to the operation of any program;

(h) causing impairment to the reliability of any data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data;

(i) causing impairment to the security of any program or data or any aspect or attribute related to the program or data

(j) causing enablement of any of the things mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (h) above to be done.

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to _____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(3) Whoever commits any offence under subsection (1) or (2) of this section by circumventing or infringing security measures with respect to any information system, program or data shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to _____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(4) Whoever commits any offence under subsection (1) or (2) of this section with respect to any Government controlled critical infrastructure information system, program or data that performs a critical public function shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to _____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(5) The intention referred to in subsection (1) above, or the recklessness referred to in subsection (2) above, need not relate to—
(a) any particular information system;
(b) any particular program or data; or
(c) a program or data of any particular kind.

(6) In this section—

(a) a reference to doing an act includes a reference to causing an act to be done;

(b) “act” includes a series of acts;

(c) a reference to impairing, preventing or hindering something includes a reference to doing so temporarily

(d) a reference to an act by a person in this section includes acts done or to be done:

   (i) by or through an automated mechanisms and self-executing, adaptive or autonomous devices, programs or information systems;

   (ii) against Government controlled information systems or public information systems in exercise of a public function, or

   (iii) against any information system

Provided that an act under section XX shall not be deemed to be unauthorized.

6. Illegal Interference with Information System.- (1) Whoever intentionally, whether temporarily or not, —

(a) does any unauthorised act in relation to an information system;

(b) at the time when he does the act he knows that it is unauthorised; and
(c) acts with intent—

(i) to seriously interfere, hinder, damage, prevent, suppress, deteriorate, impair or obstruct the functioning of an information system;

(ii) to seriously interfere, hinder, damage, prevent, suppress, deteriorate, impair or obstruct communication between or with an information system;

(iii) to seriously interfere with or hinder access to any information system;

(iv) to seriously impair the operation of any information system;

(v) to seriously impair the reliability of any information system;

(vi) to seriously impair the security of any information system

(vii) to enable any of the things mentioned in paragraphs (i) to (vi) above to be done.

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(2) Whoever recklessly, whether temporarily or not, —

(a) does any unauthorised act in relation to an information system;

(b) at the time when he does the act he knows that it is unauthorised; and

(c) acts recklessly thereby causing –

(i) serious interference, hindrance, damage, prevention, suppression, deterioration or obstruction to the functioning of an information system;

(ii) serious interference, hindrance, damage, prevention, suppression, deterioration, impairment or obstruction of communication between or with an information system;

(iii) serious interference or hindrance to the access of any information system;

(iv) serious impairment to the operation of any information system;

(v) serious impairment to the reliability of any information system;

(vi) serious impairment to the security of any information system
(vii) to enable any of the things mentioned in paragraphs (i) to (vi) above to be done.

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(3) Whoever commits any offence under subsection (1) or (2) of this section by circumventing or infringing security measures with respect to any information system, program or data shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(4) Whoever commits any offence under subsection (1) or (2) of this section by circumventing or infringing security measures with respect to any information system, program or data that performs a critical public function shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(5) Whoever commits any offence under subsection (1) or (2) of this section

(i) with respect to any Government controlled or public information system, program or data that performs a public function and;

(ii) that causes serious damage, injury or disruption to a widely and publicly utilised network of information systems,

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(6) The intention referred to in subsection (1) above, or the recklessness referred to in subsection (2) above, need not relate to—

(a) any particular information system;

(b) any particular program or data; or

(c) a program or data of any particular kind.

(7) In this section—

(a) a reference to doing an act includes a reference to causing an act to be done;

(b) “act” includes a series of acts;
(c) a reference to impairing, preventing or hindering something includes a reference to doing so temporarily

(d) a reference to an act by a person in this section includes acts done or to be done:

- (i) by or through an automated mechanisms and self-executing, adaptive or autonomous devices, programs or information systems;
- (ii) against Government controlled information systems or public information systems in exercise of a public function, or
- (iii) against any information system

Provided that an act under section XX shall not be deemed to be unauthorized.

7. Cyber terrorism. – Whoever commits or threatens to commit any of the offences under sections ___, ___, ____, and_____, where:

- (a) the use or threat is designed to coerce, intimidate, overawe or create a sense of fear, panic or insecurity in the Government or the public or a section of the public or community or sect or in society; or
- (b) the use or threat is made for the purpose or motive of advancing a cause whether political, religious, sectarian or ethnic, with the intention of:

  - (a) interfering with, disrupting or damaging a public utility service or a communications system used by the public at large or;
  - (b) seriously interfering with, seriously disrupting or seriously damaging a Designated Payment System which interconnects with multiple financial institutions;
  - (c) seriously interfering with, seriously disrupting or seriously damaging a mass transportation or mass traffic system;
  - (d) seriously interfering with, seriously disrupting or seriously damaging a critical infrastructure that is used to serve a public function for the public at large;
  - (e) seriously interfering with, seriously disrupting or seriously damaging critical infrastructure in use by the armed forces, civil armed forces, security forces or law enforcement agencies;
  - (f) causes injury through the acts mentioned in paragraphs (__) to (__) above
  - (g) to enable any of the things mentioned in paragraphs (__) to (__) above to be done
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(3) Whoever commits any offence under subsection (1) of this section by circumventing or infringing security measures with respect to any information system, program or data shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(4) The intention referred to in subsection (1) above, need not relate to—

(a) any particular information system;

(b) any particular program or data; or

(c) a program or data of any particular kind.

(5) In this section—

(a) a reference to doing an act includes a reference to causing an act to be done;

(b) “act” includes a series of acts;

(c) a reference to impairing, preventing or hindering something includes a reference to doing so temporarily;

(d) a reference to an act by a person in this section includes acts done or to be done:

(i) by or through an automated mechanisms and self-executing, adaptive or autonomous devices, programs or information systems;

(ii) against Government controlled information systems or public information systems in exercise of a public function, or

(iii) against any information system

8. Electronic forgery.- (1) Whoever without authority or in excess of authority or through an unauthorised act inputs, generates, alters, modifies, deletes or suppresses data, resulting in inauthentic data or an inauthentic program with the intent that it be considered or acted upon, by any person or an information system, as if it were authentic or genuine, regardless whether or not the data is directly readable and intelligible, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(2) Whoever commits electronic forgery fraudulently, dishonestly or with similar intent -
(a) for wrongful gain;
(b) for wrongful loss;
(c) for any economic benefit for oneself or for another person;

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(3) Whoever commits electronic forgery fraudulently, dishonestly or with similar intent -

(a) to influence a public servant in the exercise of a public duty or function; or

(b) to influence a Government controlled information system or public information system in exercise of a public function,

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

9. Electronic fraud.- Whoever with fraudulent or dishonest intent without authority or in excess of authority or through an unauthorised act causes loss, in whole or in part, of any data or program, property, valuable security or consideration to another person or any information system by:

(a) any illegal access to information system or illegal access to program or data;

(b) any input, alteration, modification, deletion, suppression or generation of any data or any program;

(c) any interference, hindrance, impairment or obstruction with the functioning of an information system; or

(d) copies, transfers or moves any data or program to any any information system, device or storage medium other than that in which it is held or to a different location in the any other information system, device or storage medium in which it is held; or uses any data or program; or has any data or program output from the information system in which it is held, whether by having it displayed or in any other manner;

with fraudulent or dishonest intent to cause

(i) wrongful gain;

(ii) wrongful loss;

(iii) any economic benefit for oneself or for another person;

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____
10. Making, supplying or obtaining devices for use in offence.-(1) Whoever produces, makes, generates, adapts for use any device intending it to be used or believing that it is likely to be used, to commit, or to assist in the commission of, an offence under sections XX or XX, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to _____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(2) Whoever transfers, imports, exports, distributes, shares, supplies, offers to supply or otherwise makes available any device believing that it is likely to be used to commit, or to assist in the commission of, an offence under section XX or XX, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(3) Whoever acquires, obtains or procures any device with a view to its being supplied for use to commit, or to assist in the commission of, an offence under section XX or XX, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

Provided that it shall not be an offence under this section:

(a) where the production, making, adaptation, sale, procurement for use, import, distribution or otherwise making available or possession referred to in XX of this section is not for the purpose of committing an offence under this Act

(b) any act under this section is for the authorised training, testing or protection of an information system.

11. Identity Crime.- (1) Whoever knowingly obtains or possesses another person’s identity information, without lawful justification, in circumstances giving rise to an inference that is established beyond reasonable doubt that the information is intended to be used to commit an offence that includes dishonesty, fraud, deceit or falsehood as an element of the offence shall be shall, unless contrary is proved, be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(2) Whoever transmits, makes available, distributes, sells or offers for sale another person’s identity information, or has it in their possession for any of those purposes, knowing that or being reckless as to whether the information will be used to commit an offence that includes fraud, deceit or falsehood as an element of the offence shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

12. Unauthorized interception.-(1) Whoever intentionally commits unauthorized
interception by technical means of:

(a) any transmission that is not intended to be and is not open to the public to, from or within an information system; or

(b) electromagnetic emissions from an information system that are carrying data.

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to _____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

Provided that it shall not be an offence if interception is undertaken by an investigating officer or any service provider in compliance of and in accordance with the terms of a warrant issued under this Act.

Provided further that this section shall not have any application upon the activities and functions of intelligence agencies or services and is without prejudice to the operation or application of section 54 of the Telecommunication (re-organization) Act, 1996 and laws identified under subsection (2) of section [39] of this Act.

(2) Whoever commits the offences under subsection (1) of this section fraudulently, dishonestly or with similar intent shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to _____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

(3) Whoever commits the offences under subsection (1) of this section (2) fraudulently, dishonestly or with similar intent -

(a) for wrongful gain;

(b) for wrongful loss;

(c) for any economic benefit for oneself or for another person;

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to _____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

13. Of abetments, aids or attempts to commits offence -(1) Any person who knowingly and wilfully abets the commission of or who aids to commit or does any act preparatory to or in furtherance of the commission of any offence under this Act shall be guilty of that offence and shall be liable on conviction to the punishment provided for the offence.

(2) Any person who attempts to commit an offence under this Act shall be punished for a term which may extend to one-half of the longest term of imprisonment provided for that offence:
Explanation.- For aiding or abetting an offence to be committed under this section, it is immaterial whether the offence has been committed or not.

14. Legal Recognition of offences committed in relation to electronic systems.- (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law for the time being in force, an offence under any law shall not be denied legal recognition and enforcement for the sole reason of such offence being committed in relation to, or through the use of, an electronic system.

(2) References to "property" in any law creating an offence in relation to or concerning property shall include electronic information, electronic systems, programs and the information and data contained in or conveyed through such information systems.

(3) References in any law creating an offence to an act shall include actions taken or caused by use of an information system.

(4) References to an act by a “person” in this Act or any law establishing an offence shall include acts done or to be done:

(a) by or through automated mechanisms and self-executing, adaptive or autonomous devices, programs or information systems;

(b) against Government controlled information systems or public information systems in exercise of a public function, or

(c) against any information system.

15. Offences by corporate body.- A corporate body shall be held liable for an offence under this Act if the offence is committed on its instructions or for its benefit. The corporate body shall be punished with fine not less than one hundred thousand rupees or the amount involved in the offence whichever is the higher:

Provided that such punishment shall not absolve the criminal liability of the natural person who has committed the offence:

Explanation.- For the purposes of this section corporate body, includes a body of persons incorporated under any law such as trust, waqf, an association, a statutory body or a company.

CHAPTER -III

ESTABLISHMENT OF INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION AGENCY AND PROCEDURAL POWERS FOR INVESTIGATION

16. Establishment of investigation agencies and prosecution.- The Federal Government shall designate the Federal Investigation Agency, designate any other law enforcement agencies or establish any new law enforcement agencies as the special investigation agency for the purposes of investigation and prosecution of the offences under this Act:
17. (1) Unless otherwise provided for under this Act the special investigation agency, the special investigating officer, prosecution and the Court shall in all matters follow the procedure laid down in the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898) to the extent that it is not inconsistent with any provision of this Act.

Provided further that any police officer investigating an offence under this Act may seek assistance of the special investigation agency for any technical or forensic analysis of evidence.

17A. No Warrant, Arrest, Search, Seizure or other power not provided for in the Act.- (1) No person whether a police officer, investigation officer or otherwise, other than an investigating officer of the special investigation agency shall investigate an offence with respect to, in connection with or under this Act.

(2) No person other than a prosecutor assigned by the special investigating agency shall prosecute any offence with respect to, in connection with or under this Act.

(3) No court other lower than the Court of Sessions in accordance with the provisions of this Act, in particular section _[35]_ shall conduct the trial, hearing of proceedings of any offence with respect to, in connection with or under this Act.

Provided an investigating officer may apply under sections XX, XX, XX, XX and XX before a Magistrate First Class.

Provided further that the Magistrate First Class shall not include any person who is employed or performs any function on behalf of the special investigating agency.

(4) No person, other than an investigating officer, shall exercise any power, including but not limited to arrest, search, seizure, preservation, production, under this Act or any other law, with respect to, in connection with any offence under this Act.

(5) No investigating officer shall exercise any power of arrest, search, seizure, preservation, production, or real time collection other than a power provided for under this Act.

18. Expedited Preservation of data - (1) If an investigating officer is satisfied that:

(a) traffic data or content data stored in any information system is reasonably required for the purposes of a criminal investigation; and

(b) there is a risk that the traffic data or content data may be destroyed or rendered inaccessible;

the investigating officer may, by written notice given to a person in control of the information system, require the person to ensure that the data specified in the notice be preserved for a period of up to 7 days as specified in the notice.
(2) The period of preservation may be extended beyond 7 days if, on an application by the investigating officer, the Court authorizes an extension for a further specified period of time, upon being satisfied that reasonable cause for such extension exists.

(3) The person in control of the information system shall only be responsible to preserve the data specified,

(a) for the period of the preservation notice or for any extension thereof permitted by the Court;
(b) to the extent that such preservation will not be administratively or financially burdensome; and
(c) where it is technically and practically reasonable to preserve such data.

19. Warrant for Search & Seizure

(1) Upon an application on oath by an investigating officer that demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Court that there exist reasonable grounds to believe that there may be in a specified place an information system, program, data, device or storage medium of a specified kind that:

(a) is reasonably required for the purpose of a criminal investigation or criminal proceedings which may be material as evidence in proving a specifically identified offence made out under this Act; or

(b) has been acquired by a person as a result of the commission of an offence;

the Court may after recording reasons, issue a warrant which shall authorise an investigation officer, with such assistance as may be necessary, in the presence of a Magistrate First Class, to enter only the specified place and to search only the specified information system, program, data, device or storage medium relevant to the offence identified in the application and seize only the specified data or specified program relevant to the offence identified in the application, but without causing any of the results identified in sub clause (c) of subsection (1) of section 5 of this Act and in any event without prejudicing the integrity and security of any data or program available in or through the specified information system, program or generally present or available at the specified place.

Provided that the Magistrate First Class for the purposes of this Act shall not include any person who is employed or performs any function on behalf of the special investigating agency.

Provided that the requirement of the presence of a Magistrate First class under subsections (1) and (2) of this section shall come into effect 12 months from the coming into force of this Act.

(2) The application under subsection (1) shall in addition to substantive grounds and reasons also:

a) explain why it is believed the material sought will be found on the premises to be searched;
b) why the purpose of a search may be frustrated or seriously prejudiced unless an investigating officer arriving at the premises can secure immediate entry to them;
c) identify and explain with specificity the type of evidence suspected will be found on the premises;

d) identify and explain with specificity the relevant program or data that is sought and reasonably suspected to be available from each individual information system, device or storage medium;

e) identify and explain with specificity the relevant individual information systems, devices or storage mediums expected to be searched or seized and reasonably suspected to contain the relevant program or data or any evidence;

f) what measures shall be taken to prepare and ensure that the search and seizure is carried out through technical means such as mirroring or copying of relevant data and not through physical custody of information systems or devices;

Provided that this shall not prejudice the powers defined in subsection 3 of section 21;

g) describe and identify the person(s) to be authorised to accompany the officer executing the warrant and the reasons that necessitate their presence; and

h) seek the Court to identify the Magistrate First Class who will be accompanying the officer during execution of the warrant.

(3) No court shall issue any warrant to enter and search any specific premises, any specific information system or any specific program or any specific data or any specific device or any specific storage medium unless satisfied that consequent upon the particulars of the offence referred to in the application, there are reasonable grounds for believing that it is necessary to search any specific premises occupied, any specific information system or any specific program or any specific data or any specific device or any specific storage medium controlled by the person identified in the application in order to find the material sought.

(4) Any person who obstructs the lawful exercise of the powers under sub-sections (1) or (2) or misuses the powers granted under this section shall be liable to punishment with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to one month, or with fine not exceeding fifty thousand rupees, or with both.

Provided that it shall not be an offence for a person to refuse cooperation if that person is a suspect or accused or is by exercise of such power being compelled to incriminate himself, provide or procure information or evidence or be a witness against himself.

20. Warrant for disclosure of traffic data (1) Upon an application on oath by an investigating officer that demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Court that there exist reasonable grounds to believe that specified data stored in an information system is reasonably required for the purpose of a criminal investigation or criminal proceedings with respect to a specifically identified offence made out under this Act, the Court may, after recording reasons, order that a person in control of the information system disclose sufficient traffic data about a specified communication to identify:

(a) the service providers; and

(b) the path through which the communication was transmitted.

(2) The period of a warrant issued under subsection (1) may be extended beyond 7 days if, on an application, a Court authorizes an extension for a further specified period of time.
(3) The application under subsection (1) shall in addition to substantive grounds and reasons also:

a) explain why it is believed the traffic data sought will be available with the person in control of the information system;

b) identify and explain with specificity the type of traffic data suspected will be found on such information system;

c) identify and explain with specificity the subscribers, users or unique identifier the subject of an investigation or prosecution suspected may be found on such information system;

d) identify and explain with specificity the identified offence made out under this Act in respect of which the warrant is sought;

e) what measures shall be taken to prepare and ensure that the traffic data will be sought and carried out
   a. whilst maintaining the privacy of other users, customers and third parties;
   b. without the disclosure of data of any party not part of the investigation; and

(4) Any person who obstructs the lawful exercise of the powers under sub-sections (1) or (2) or misuses the powers granted under this section shall be liable to punishment with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to one month, or with fine not exceeding fifty thousand rupees, or with both.

Provided that it shall not be an offence for a person to refuse cooperation if that person is a suspect or accused or is by exercise of such power being compelled to incriminate himself, provide or procure information or evidence or be a witness against himself.

21. Powers of an investigating officer.- (1) Subject to obtaining a search warrant under section (XX) an investigation officer shall be entitled to only the information system, program and data specified in the warrant to,-

(a) have access to and inspect the operation of any specified information system;

(b) use or cause to be used any such specified information system to search any specified data contained in or available to such information system;

(bb) obtain and copy that data, use equipment to make copies and obtain an intelligible output from an information system.

(c) have access to or demand any information, code or technology which has the capability of retransforming or unscrambling encrypted data contained or available to such information system into readable and comprehensible format or plain version;

(d) require any person by whom or on whose behalf, the investigating officer has reasonable cause to believe, any information system has been used;

(e) require any person having charge of, or otherwise concerned with the operation of such information system to provide him reasonable technical and other assistance as the investigating officer may require for the purposes of clauses (a), (b) and (c); and
(f) require any person who is in possession of decryption information of under investigation information system, device or data to grant him access to such decryption information necessary to decrypt data required for the purpose of investigating any such offence.

Provided that this power shall not empower an investigating officer to compel a suspect or an accused to provide decryption information, or to incriminate himself or provide or procure information or evidence or be a witness against himself.

Explanation.-Decryption information means information or technology that enables a person to readily retransform or unscramble encrypted data from its unreadable form and from cipher text to its plain text.

(2) In exercise of the power of search and seizure of any information system, program or data the investigating officer shall:

(a) at all times act with proportionality

(b) take all precautions to maintain integrity of the information system, program and data subject of the search or seizure in respect of which a warrant has been issued

(c) not disrupt or interfere with the integrity or running and operation of any information system, program or data that is not the subject of the offences identified in the application for which a warrant for search or seizure has been issued

(d) avoid disruption to the continued legitimate business operations and the premises subject of the search or seizure; and

(e) avoid disruption to any information system, program or data not connected with the information system that is not the subject of the offences identified in the application for which a warrant has been issued or is not necessary for the investigation of the specified offence with respect of which a warrant has been issued

(3) When seizing any data, the investigating officer shall make all efforts to use technical measures to copy or replicate the data, whilst maintaining its integrity and chain of custody and shall only seize any information system, device or storage medium physically, in whole or in part, as a last resort, for sufficient reasons that do not make it possible under the circumstances to use such technical measures or where use of such technical measures by themselves would not be sufficient to maintain the integrity and chain of custody of the data being seized.

Provided where a physical seizure occurs, the investigating officer shall submit forthwith and in any event no later than twenty four hours a report detailing the sufficient reasons for such seizure before the Court.
22 Dealing with seized data (1) If data has been seized, following a search or a seizure under section XX, the investigating officer who undertook the search must, at the time of the search or as soon as practicable after the search with respect to the data seized:

(a) make a list of what has been seized or rendered inaccessible, with the date and time of seizure; and

(b) give a copy of that list to:
   (i) the occupier of the premises; or
   (ii) the person in control of the information system, or
   (ii) a person with any legal right to the data.

(2) Subject to subsection (3), on request, an investigating officer or another authorized person must, at the time of the search and in any event no later than twenty four hours following the seizure:
   (a) permit a person who had the custody or control of the information system, or someone acting on their behalf to access and copy data on the information system; or
   (b) give the person a copy of the data.

(3) The investigating officer or another authorized person may refuse to give access or provide copies if the investigating officer has reasonable grounds for believing that giving the access, or providing the copies:
   (a) would constitute a criminal offence; or
   (b) would prejudice:
      (i) the investigation in connection with which the search was carried out;
      (ii) another ongoing investigation; or
      (iii) any criminal proceedings that are pending or that may be brought in relation to any of those investigations.

(4) The Court may on the application of:
   (i) the occupier of the premises; or
   (ii) the person in control of the information system, or
   (ii) a person with any legal right to the data
on being shown sufficient cause, order that a copy be provided to such a person.
(5) The costs associated with the exercise of rights under subsection (2) and (4) shall be borne by the person exercising these rights.

23 Dealing with seized physical information systems (1) If an information has been physically seized, following a search or a seizure under section XX, the investigating officer who undertook the search must, at the time of the search or in any event no later than twenty four hours after the seizure, with respect to the physical information systems seized:

(a) make a list of what has been seized or rendered inaccessible, with the date and time of seizure; and

(b) give a copy of that list to:
   (i) the occupier of the premises; or
   (ii) the person in control of the information system, or
   (ii) a person with any legal right to the data.

(2) Subject to subsection (3), on request, an investigating officer or another authorized person must, at the time of the search or as soon as practicable after the search:
   (a) permit a person who had the custody or control of the information system, or someone acting on their behalf to access and copy data on the information system; or
   (b) give the person a copy of the data.

(3) The investigating officer or another authorized person may refuse to give access or provide copies if the investigating officer has reasonable grounds for believing that giving the access, or providing the copies:
   (a) would constitute a criminal offence; or
   (b) would prejudice:
      (i) the investigation in connection with which the search was carried out;
      (ii) another ongoing investigation; or
      (iii) any criminal proceedings that are pending or that may be brought in relation to any of those investigations.

(4) The Court may on the application of:
   (i) the occupier of the premises; or
(ii) the person in control of the information system, or
(ii) a person with any legal right to the data

on being shown sufficient cause, order that a copy be provided to such a person.

(5) The costs associated with the exercise of rights under subsection (2) and (4) shall be borne by the person exercising these rights.

23A. Warrants for Arrest – (1) No person shall be arrested or detained with respect to or in connection with any offence under this Act unless a warrant for arrest has been issued by the Court under this section.

(2) Upon an application on oath by an investigating officer that demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Court that there exist reasonable grounds to believe that a specified person identified in the application has committed or participated in the commission of an offence under this Act, the Court may after recording reasons, issue a warrant which shall authorise an investigation officer, with such assistance as may be necessary, to arrest the person identified in the application.

(2) The application under subsection (1) shall in addition to substantive grounds and reasons also:

a) explain why it is reasonably believed that the person identified in the application committed or participated in the commission of an offence under this Act;

b) identify and explain with specificity the type of evidence thus far available which leads the investigating officer to reasonably suspect that the person identified in the application is reasonably suspected of either having committed or participated in the commission of an offence under this Act;

c) identify and explain with specificity the source of the evidence or information thus far available which leads the investigating officer to reasonably suspect that the person identified in the application committed or participated in the commission of an offence under this Act;

d) what measures shall be taken to prepare and ensure that the arrest is carried out with the use of reasonable and proportionate force;

e) what measures shall be taken to safeguard the unnecessary publicity of the identity of the person identified in the application and safeguarding the privacy of the family of the person identified in the application; and

(3) No court shall issue any warrant to arrest any person unless satisfied that consequent upon the particulars of the offence referred to in the application, there are reasonable grounds for believing that the person identified in the application has committed an offence under this Act.

(4) Any person who obstructs the lawful exercise of the powers under sub-sections (1) or (2) shall be liable to punishment with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to one month, or with fine not exceeding fifty thousand rupees, or with both.

(5) Simultaneous to the arrest of the person identified in the application the investigating
officer shall inform such person that:

(a) he has the right to remain silent;
(b) anything he says can and shall be used against him in the court of law;
(c) that he has the right to communicate and consult with an advocate; and
(d) if he cannot afford an advocate the Court shall appoint an advocate for him when he appears before the Court next morning.

(6) No person other than the investigating officer or a member of any Joint Investigation Team shall have the right to question the person arrested under this Act.

(7) No person arrested under this Act shall be denied the right of access and presence of his advocate before and during any questioning.

(8) Any person arrested under this Act shall have the right to:

(a) not make any statement;
(b) not answer any questions;
(c) to remain silent; and
(d) have his advocate present.

(9) Any person arrested under this Act shall have the right to waive any of the rights mentioned above and such waiver shall be documented through video and audio recording.

(10) Only statements or questioning conducted and documented through video and audio recording shall be admitted before any Court whether as evidence or otherwise.

24. Limitation on liability of intermediaries and service providers.— (1) No intermediary or service provider shall be subject to any civil or criminal liability, unless it is established that the intermediary or service provider had actual notice, specific actual knowledge, wilful intent and motive to proactively and positively participate, and not merely through omission or failure to act, and thereby facilitated, aided or abetted the use by any person of any information system, service, application, online platform or telecommunication system maintained, controlled or managed by an intermediary or service provider in connection with a contravention of any law.

Provided that the burden to prove that an intermediary or service provider had notice, specific actual knowledge, wilful intent and motive to proactively and positively participate in any act that gave rise to any civil or criminal liability shall be upon the person alleging such facts and no interim or final orders, directions shall be issued with respect to any intermediary or service provider unless such facts have so been finally proved.

Provided further that the such allegation shall clearly identify with specificity the content, material or other aspect with respect to which civil or criminal liability is claimed including but not limited to unique identifiers such as the account ID, URL, Top Level Domain, IP addresses or other unique identifier and clearly state the statutory provision and basis of the claim.
(2) No intermediary or service provider shall under any circumstance be liable under any law for maintaining and making available the provision of their service.

(3) No intermediary or service provider shall be subject to any civil or criminal liability as a result of informing a subscriber, user or end-users affected by any claim, notice or exercise of any power under any law.

Provided that the intermediary or service provider present within the territorial jurisdiction of Pakistan, for a period not exceeding 14 days, shall keep confidential and not disclose the existence of any investigation or exercise of any power under this Act when a notice to this effect is served upon them by an investigating officer, which period of confidentiality may be extended beyond 14 days if, on an application by the investigating officer, the Court authorizes an extension for a further specified period of time, upon being satisfied that reasonable cause for such extension exists.

(3) No intermediary or service provider shall be liable under any law for the disclosure of any data or other information that the service provider discloses only to the extent of and under sections XX, XX, XX, XX, XX and XX.

(4) No intermediary or service provider shall be under any obligation to proactively monitor, make inquiries about material or content hosted, cached, routed, relayed, conduit, transmitted or made available by such intermediary or service provider.

25. Immunity against disclosure of information relating to security procedure.—(1) Subject to sub-section (2), no person shall be compelled to disclose any password, key or other secret information exclusively within his private knowledge, which enables his use of the security procedure or advanced electronic signature.

(2) Subject to the right against self-incrimination under section 161 (2) of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1980 and Article 13 (2) of the Constitution, sub-section (1) shall not confer any immunity where such information is used or the commission of any offence under any law for the time being in force.

26. Inadmissibility of seized evidence (1) Any evidence seized through any violation or failure to comply with any of the provisions of sections _____ to _____ shall have the effect of tainting the evidence seized and such evidence shall not be admissible before any Court or authority for any purpose in the relevant proceedings or any other proceedings.

(2) No evidence shall be searched or seized unless it is relevant to the offence identified in the application and the warrant issued which shall superficially identifies the particular evidence to be searched or seized is issued.

(3) An application to declare evidence inadmissible for the purposes of subsection (1) of this section or for any other reason may be moved at any time during the criminal proceedings
whether during the stage of inquiry, investigation, trial, before judgment or in appeal.

27. Information of offence (1) On receiving any complaint or information with respect to any offence under this Act, the investigating officer shall immediately enter the information in a book to be kept by such officer in such form as the Provincial Government may prescribed in this behalf under section 155 of the Criminal Procedure Code Act, 1898.

(2) A copy of the information entered under sub section (1) of this section shall be submitted no later than twenty four hours before the court having jurisdiction in the matter.

(3) No inquiry, investigation, arrest, search, seizure shall take place or other power exercised, nor shall any warrant for search, seizure, arrest or exercise of other power be issued unless the provisions of this section are satisfied.

(4) This provision shall apply notwithstanding any other law and shall survive any amendments of any other law unless specifically amended or repealed.

28. Real-time collection of data.—(1) If a Court is satisfied on the basis of information on oath on an application by an investigating officer that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the content of any specifically identified electronic communications is reasonably required for the purposes of a specific criminal investigation, the Court may order a service provider within its jurisdiction, through application of technical means, to:

   a) collect traffic data in real-time,
   b) and where administratively and financially not burdensome and technically possible collect content data in real-time

associated with only the specified communications and related to or connected with only the person under investigation transmitted by means of an information system and provide only the specified traffic data and where applicable content data, to the investigating officer.

Provided that such real-time collection shall not be ordered for a period beyond what is absolutely necessary and in any event not for more than 7 days.

(2) The period of real-time collection may be extended beyond 7 days if, on an application, the Court authorizes an extension for a further specified period of time.

Provided that any extensions will require a full rehearing of the matter and the standard for satisfaction of the Court shall be higher with every application for extension.

(3) The Court may also require the service provider to keep confidential the fact of the execution of any power provided for in this section and any information relating to it.

(4) The application under subsection (1) and (2) shall in addition to substantive grounds and reasons also:
a) explain why it is believed the traffic data or where applicable content data sought will be available with the person in control of the information system;

b) identify and explain with specificity the type of traffic data or where applicable content data suspected will be found on such information system;

c) identify and explain with specificity the identified offence made out under this Act in respect of which the warrant is sought;

d) if authority to seek real-time collection on more than one occasion is needed, explain why, and how many, further disclosures are needed to achieve the purpose for which the warrant is to be issued;

e) what measures shall be taken to prepare and ensure that the real-time collection is carried out
   i. whilst maintaining the privacy of other users, customers and third parties;
   ii. without the disclosure of information and data of any party not part of the investigation;

f) why the investigation may be frustrated or seriously prejudiced unless the real-time collection is permitted; and

g) why to achieve the purpose for which the warrant is being applied real-time collection by the person in control of the information system is necessary.

Provided that the standard to be satisfied before the Court under subsection (1) shall be that of beyond reasonable doubt and in any event a higher standard than that applicable to orders under sections XX, XX and XX.

29. Retention of traffic data.- (1) A service provider shall, within its existing or required technical capability, retain its traffic data minimum for a period of ninety days and provide that data to the investigating agency or the investigating officer when required.

   (2) The service providers shall retain the traffic data under sub section (1) by fulfilling all the requirements of data retention and its originality as provided under sections 5 and 6 of the Electronic Transaction Ordinance, 2002 (LI of 2002).

30. Trans-border access.- For the purpose of investigation the Federal Government or the investigation agency may, without the permission of any foreign Government or international agency access publicly available electronic system or data notwithstanding the geographical location of such electronic system or data, or access or receive, through an electronic system, data located in foreign country or territory, if it obtains the lawful and voluntary consent of the person who has the lawful authority to disclose it.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

31. International cooperation.—(1) The Federal Government may cooperate with any foreign Government, Interpol or any other international agency for the purposes of investigations or proceedings concerning offences related to electronic system and data or for the collection of evidence in electronic form of an offence or obtaining expeditious preservation and disclosure of traffic data or data by means of a electronic system or real-time collection of traffic data associated with specified communications or interception of data.

(2) The Federal Government may, without prior request, forward to such foreign Government, Interpol or other international agency, any information obtained from its own investigations if it considers that the disclosure of such information might assist the other Government or agency in initiating or carrying out investigations or proceedings concerning any offence.

(3) The Federal Government may require the foreign Government, Interpol or other international agency to keep the information provided confidential or use it subject to some conditions.

(4) The investigating agency shall, subject to approval of the Federal Government, be responsible for sending and answering requests for mutual assistance, the execution of such requests or their transmission to the authorities competent for their execution.

(5) The Federal Government may refuse to accede to any request made by such foreign Government, Interpol or international agency if the request concerns an offence which is likely to prejudice its sovereignty, security, public order or other national interests.

(6) The Federal Government may postpone action on a request if such action would prejudice investigations or proceedings conducted by its investigation agency.

CHAPTER -V

PROSECUTION AND TRIAL OF OFFENCES

32. Offences to be compoundable and non-cognizable.—All offences under this Act shall be compoundable, non-cognizable and bailable.

33. Prosecution and trial of offences.—No Court inferior to the Court of Sessions shall try any offence under this Act.

(2) In all matters with respect to which no procedure has been provided in this Act the provisions of the Code shall apply.

34. Order for payment of compensation.—The Court may, on awarding punishment of imprisonment or fine or both for commission of any offence, make an order for payment of any compensation to the victim for any damage caused by commission of the offence and the
compensation so awarded shall be recoverable as arrears of land revenue:

Provided that the compensation awarded by the Court shall not prejudice any right to a civil remedy for the recovery of damages beyond the amount of compensation awarded.

Provided further, in connection with the powers under this section, the Court shall, apply the procedures as provided in the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (Act V of 1908).

35. Qualifications for the Court.- (1) Only a Court where the presiding judge has successfully completed training conducted by the Federal or Provincial Judicial Academies with respect to all aspects of this Act including cyber forensics, electronic transactions and data protection shall be competent to hear any matter arising out of or in connection with this Act.

Provided that this section shall come into effect 90 days after the coming into force of this Act.

36. Assistance to the Court.- (1) The Court may be assisted in technical aspects by an amicus curiae having knowledge in inter alia all aspects of this Act including cyber forensics, electronic transactions and data protection and civil liberty safeguards with respect to exercise of procedural powers in cyberspace.

(2) The High Courts shall maintain a list of such amicus curiae having the relevant qualifications and experience.

(3) The Court shall also be assisted by the technical and forensic experts accredited by international organizations and approved by a joint committee of industry representatives and academicians.

(4) The Courts in shall determine the remuneration of the amicus curiae and the experts and may decide the party or parties to pay such remuneration, keeping in view the circumstances of each case.

(5) The investigating officer, prosecutor, complainant, victim or accused shall have the right to the appointment, presence and assistance of:

(a) amicus curiae
(b) technical; or
(c) forensic experts

at any stage of the case including but not limited to preliminary proceedings, bail, framing of charge, acquittal hearing or trial.

36A. Preliminary assessment.- (1) Upon the lodging of a report under section 155 of the Code of Criminal Procedure Act, 1898, and again upon the filing of the interim investigation report under section 173 (1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure Act, 1898, the Court shall, without the need for any application to be filed, no later than the following day make a preliminary assessment under subsections (2) and (3) respectively, as to whether an offence is made out.
against the accused and whether there is a likelihood of conviction based upon the facts placed on record and shall as appropriate:

a) acquit the accused;
b) if an accused is not in custody and:
   i. the case is of further enquiry, order that no arrests be made unless the Court is satisfied that based upon the facts placed on record an offence is made out against the accused and there is a likelihood of conviction; or
   ii. if the Court is satisfied that based upon the facts placed on record an offence is made out against the accused and there is a likelihood of conviction, proceed with the matter without prejudice to the right of any accused including his right to seek bail;
c) if an accused is in custody and:
   i. the case is of further enquiry, order that the accused be released without bail subject to any future possibility of arrests if the Court is subsequently satisfied that based upon the facts placed on record an offence is made out against the accused and there is a likelihood of conviction; or
   ii. if the Court is satisfied that based upon the facts placed on record an offence is made out against the accused and there is a likelihood of conviction, proceed with the matter without prejudice to the right of any accused including his right to seek bail.

Provided that any assessment under this section shall only be tentative and shall be without prejudice to future determinations of the Court with respect to any further proceedings, including but not limited to bail, acquittal, framing of charge, or trial.

(2) The presence of the accused shall not be necessary for any proceeding, hearing or determination under this section.

36B. Right to anticipatory bail - (1) Any person whether an accused or apprehending that he may be treated as an accused or apprehending that he may be arrested for a commission of an offence under this Act, whether or not nominated or named in any report under section 154, 155 or 173 shall have the right to seek bail or protective bail before any Court of competent jurisdiction without any need for his personal attendance and to be represented and appear by and through his pleader.

(2) Notwithstanding proceedings having taken place under subsection (1), any person accused or apprehending that he may be treated as an accused or apprehending that he may be arrested for a commission of an offence under this Act, whether or not nominated or named in any report under section 154, 155 or 173 shall have the right to move an application for another preliminary proceeding under subsection (1) at any stage of the case whether during the stage of inquiry, investigation, trial, before judgment or in appeal.

37C Anticipatory bail when person outside Pakistan - (1) When a person present outside the territorial limits of the Pakistan comes to have knowledge of any circumstance under subsection (1) or (2) above and apprehends that he may be arrested upon his return to Pakistan for an offence under this Act, he shall have the right to seek bail or protective bail before any Court of competent jurisdiction without any need for his personal attendance and to be represented and appear by and through his pleader.
(2) The Court may at its discretion make such order as to provide such a person with assurance and protection on his return and secure his attendance according to such terms as it may deem fit.

(3) Should a person who has been granted bail under this section fail to return to Pakistan or abide by any of the terms thereof, the Court may cancel his bail and proclaim him an offender forthwith, ordering the investigating agency to take all measures through Interpol or mutual legal assistance treaties to secure the extradition and arrest of such person.

37. Appeal to High Court.-(1) Any person aggrieved by -

(i) any decision or order of the Court made under section ______ may prefer an appeal to the respective High Court within thirty days from the date of the decision or order of the Court:

(ii) an order of conviction passed by the Court in respect of any offence under this Act may prefer an appeal to the respective High Court within thirty days of the decision or order of the Court.

(2) An appeal against an order of the Court under section _____ or an order of sentence exceeding ten years shall be heard by the Division Bench of the High Court.

CHAPTER -VII

MISCELLANEOUS

37A. Insertion of new section 31(1) (o) and (p) in the Telecommunication (re-organization) Act, 1996 – In the said Act, after sub section (n) of section 31, the following new sub clause shall be inserted namely-

“(o) sells, purchases or obtains activated Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card(s), Re-useable Identification Module (R-UIM) or other portable memory chip(s) designed to be used in cellular mobile or wireless phones for transmitting and receiving of intelligence without obtaining and verification of the subscriber’s antecedents in the mode and manner approved by the Authority;

(p) changes, alters, tampers with or re-programs unique device identifier or IMEI number of any stolen cellular mobile or wireless handset and unlawfully or unauthorizedly starts re-using or marketing it for transmitting and receiving intelligence through such mobile or wireless handsets.”

38. Exclusion of Telecom law related offences- (1) Nothing in this law shall apply to any offence with respect to telecommunication or matters related to laws, or any subsequent amendment thereof, specified under the First Schedule and vice versa.
(2) No offence in any law specified in the First Schedule shall be included in or form the basis of any investigation, prosecution or trial under this Act.

(3) Offences under laws specified under the First Schedule shall be excluded from any investigation, prosecution, trial or exercise of powers conferred by, or operation of, any provision of this Act.

(4) Any investigating officer who exercises any power or attempts to exercise any power conferred by this law or include offences specified under the First Schedule in any investigation, prosecution, trial or exercise of powers conferred by, or operation of, any provision of this Act, shall be subject to disciplinary action and shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ____ years or with fine which may extend to _____ rupees, or with both.

39. Savings of Intelligence Services powers. (1) Offences, powers and procedures provided under this Act are not related to and have no application upon the activities, powers or functions of intelligence agencies or services without prejudice to the operation of or powers exercised under:
(a) section 54 of the Telecommunication (re-organization) Act, 1996;
(b) the Army Act 1952;
(c) the Air Force Act 1953; and
(d) the Navy Ordinance 1961

or

39. Savings of Intelligence Services powers. Offences, powers and procedures provided under this Act are not related to and have no application upon the activities, powers or functions of intelligence agencies or services, within their respective legislations without prejudice to the operation of or powers exercised under section 54 of the Telecommunication (re-organization) Act, 1996;

40. Act to override other laws.-The provisions of this Act shall have effect notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any other law for the time being in force.

41. Power to amend Schedule.-The Federal Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, amend the Schedule so as add any entry thereto but not omit any entry therein.

42. Omission of section 36, 37 and inclusion of section 39, Ordinance LI of 2002.-In the Electronic Transaction Ordinance, 2002 (LI of 2002), sections 36 and 37 shall be omitted and section 39 shall be reinserted which shall read as follows:

“39. Prosecution and trial of offences.—No Court inferior to the Court of Sessions shall try any offence under this Ordinance.”
{See section _____}

1. The Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996 (XVII of 1996)

2. The Telegraph Act, 1885 (XIII of 1885).
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